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An Uber driver shot and killed a passenger in
Denver
US news · Yesterday
The driver has been identiﬁed as Michael Hancock, 29, and he has been arrested for investigation of
ﬁrst degree murder in the death of 45-year-old Hyun Kim.
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#UPDATE Homicide on I25 expect SB I25 at University to be
closed thru rush hour due to large scene with evidence. All
ptys involved are accounted for. Any witnesses on I25 between
230-245 am please call with information. Updates will be
posted
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Authorities say an Uber driver fatally shot a passenger on an
interstate in Denver.
Police: Uber driver fatally shoots passenger on interstate
DENVER (AP) — Authorities say an Uber driver has fatally shot a passenger on an…
apnews.com
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LATEST:
- Uber driver shoots passenger multiple times on I-25 in
Denver, then reportedly calls 911.
- Passenger pronounced dead
- SB I-25 to be closed through morning rush hour.
Police: Uber driver shoots, kills passenger on Denver interstate
Police say a driver for the ridesharing service Uber shot and killed a passenger in…
thedenverchannel.com
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The victim was pronounced dead from gunshot wounds, and
the driver was treated and released
An Uber driver shot and killed a passenger in Denver, police say
Police said the incident was likely the result of a conﬂict between the driver and…
news.vice.com
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UPDATE: Police said shots were exchanged — which means
the passenger may have had a gun too
An Uber driver shot and killed a passenger in Denver, police say
Police said the incident was likely the result of a conﬂict between the driver and…
news.vice.com
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"During the shooting, the car careened out of control and
smashed into a concrete barrier on the south side of the
highway near University Boulevard, Jackson said."
Denver police question Uber driver in fatal I-25 shooting that shutdown southb…
Denver police are questioning an Uber driver for investigation of allegedly fatally…
denverpost.com
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Replying to @zerohedge

We don't even know if the shooter was working at the time, nor
if the dead guy was even an Uber customer.
"Police are working to conﬁrm whether the driver was working
and whether the passenger was a paying customer at the time
of the shooting."
Police: Uber driver shoots, kills passenger on Denver interstate
Police say a driver for the ridesharing service Uber shot and killed a passenger in…
thedenverchannel.com
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UPDATE: Southbound I-25 is open; more details on fatal
shooting involving Uber driver
Denver police question Uber driver in fatal I-25 shooting that shutdown southb…
Denver police are questioning an Uber driver for investigation of allegedly fatally…
denverpost.com
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JUST IN: Uber driver Michael Hancock, 29, arrested for investigation of ﬁrst degree murder in
connection to this morning's deadly shooting on I-25. More to come.
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UPDATE: Denver Uber driver told witness he was attacked
before allegedly fatally shooting passenger:
Police: Uber driver shoots, kills passenger on Denver interstate
Police say a driver for the ridesharing service Uber shot and killed a passenger in…
thedenverchannel.com
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.@uber driver arrested on 1st degree murder complaint in Denver. Here’s the probable cause
statement.
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#BREAKING: Uber passenger shot to death in Denver
identiﬁed as 45-year-old man:
Police: Uber driver shoots, kills passenger on Denver interstate
Police say a driver for the ridesharing service Uber shot and killed a passenger in…
thedenverchannel.com
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'I woke up and didn't recognise
my wife'
BBC Stories

· 2 hours ago

Adam and Raquel Gonzales had been
together for ﬁve years when he woke up one
morning with no idea who she was - he…
1.2K Likes

Pilot makes emergency landing
on city street in Southern…
US news · Last night
Residents in Huntington Beach got a scare
from the air when a small aircraft landed on
a residential street. The pilot was forced…
946 Likes

$4 award to family of man killed
by police gets reduced to zero
US news · Yesterday
In 2014, then 30-year-old Gregory Vaughn
Hill Jr., was shot twice in the abdomen and
once in the head by a St. Lucie County…
1.6K Likes

The woman who saved the
Brooklyn Bridge is ﬁnally…
TicToc by Bloomberg

· Yesterday

Without Emily Roebling, construction on the
Brooklyn Bridge may have failed. Now, she's
ﬁnally getting recognized.
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